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Abstract— Proficiency self-assessment (PSA), the ability to
assess how well one can carry out a task, is a desirable capa-
bility of autonomous robot systems. Prior work has proposed
assumption-alignment tracking (AAT) for performing PSA, and
has shown that it can accurately predict robot performance
in real-time given a dataset obtained from both normal and
abnormal training runs. Obtaining data in abnormal conditions
(i.e., conditions in which the robot is not prepared to operate)
is difficult and is often not possible. As a result, many realistic
datasets contain very few data points for abnormal conditions,
making it difficult to apply AAT. This paper hypothesizes that
a one-class classifier can be built to detect anomalies using only
data collected under normal conditions. Two metrics, difference
and separation, are proposed and used to demonstrate that
AAT feature vectors from different running conditions tend
to form distinct clusters that are identifiable by mainstream
one-class classification algorithms. Thus, one-class classifiers
trained on AAT feature vectors from normal data can detect
anomalous conditions. Furthermore, preliminary results suggest
that a few abnormal data points, if available, can be used to
classify the abnormality type and, in turn, the degree to which
the anomalies will likely impact robot performance. Empirical
results from both a simulated navigation robot and a Sawyer
robot manipulating blocks show the efficacy of the approach.

I. INTRODUCTION

Proficiency self-assessment (PSA) has been defined as “the
ability to detect or predict success (or failure) towards a goal
in a particular environment given an agent’s sensors, com-
putational reasoning resources, and effectors” [1]. PSA is a
desirable property for autonomous robot systems, especially
for task-critical robots [2] or robots in a team [3], [4].

Prior work [5] introduced a novel PSA method called
assumption-alignment tracking (AAT). The basic idea of
AAT is that a robot’s proficiency is sensitive to how well
its decision-making algorithms (or generators) align with
the environment, its hardware, and the task, which can be
determined by tracking the veracity of assumptions upon
which the robot’s generators rely. The veracity of these
assumptions is tested by generator-specific functions called
assumption checkers based on the robot’s observations (from
sensory data). Feature vectors are created from veracity
assessments using exponential blending. A kNN (k-nearest
neighbor) model is then used to predict robot performance
in real-time based on AAT data. The kNN model relies on
AAT data obtained from both normal conditions (the robot’s
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assumptions are generally met) and abnormal conditions (one
or more of the robot’s assumptions are not met).

Obtaining abnormal data for a real robot is costly and
risky. Indeed, for some robot systems, only normal AAT data
can safely be obtained, coupled perhaps with a few carefully
obtained abnormal data points. This paper asks: Can AAT still
be useful when designed using normal data points coupled
with just a few abnormal data points?

This paper hypothesizes that a one-class classifier that
detects anomalous operating conditions can be built based
on AAT data obtained under normal conditions. Two metrics
are proposed. The difference metric measures how different
operating conditions cause different subsets of assumptions
to be violated at different frequencies, while the separation
metric measures how feature vectors for different operating
conditions (normal and abnormal) form distinct clusters that
are generally distinguishable from each other. Clusters for
normal conditions are identifiable by mainstream one-class
classification algorithms. As such, one-class classifiers, built
on AAT normal data, can identify anomalies that occur after
the robot has started its task. Importantly, an ensemble of
assumption checkers performs more robustly for anomaly
detection than any individual assumption checker, because
checker output can be noisy and some assumptions can
be violated sometimes even under normal conditions. Pre-
liminary results further allow us to hypothesize that, when
available, a few abnormal data points can be used to classify
the abnormality type and, in turn, the degree to which the
anomalies will likely impact robot performance.

This paper makes three contributions. First, two metrics
are developed that effectively characterize how well AAT
assumption checkers evaluate the alignment between the
robot’s generators and the environment, its hardware, and
tasks. Second, one-class classifiers built from AAT data
from normal conditions alone are shown to effectively detect
anomalies that impact robot performance. Finally, results
reveal opportunities to utilize a few abnormal data points,
when available, to further classify anomalies and to estimate
their impact on robot performance. The contributions are
demonstrated using data from (1) a simulated robot navigat-
ing a maze and (2) a Sawyer robot [6] manipulating blocks.

II. RELATED WORK

Machine self-confidence, which is a robot’s “self-trust
in its functional abilities to accomplish assigned tasks”, is
similar to PSA [7]. Several metrics have been proposed
to measure machine self-confidence [8]–[13]. An integrated
system of assessing self-confidence, known as Factorized



Machine Self-confidence, characterizes the overall confidence
of an autonomous system using factors that score different
parts of the system’s decision-making process [7], [14]–[17].

PSA also relates to robotic introspection, introduced as
the ability for a robot to differentiate between normal and
abnormal modes of operation [18]. Introspection has some-
times been viewed as the capability of a model to adjust
confidence in its output depending on how representative
the training data are of the test case [2], [19], [20]. Daftry
et al. [21] and Kuhn et al. [22] build introspective models
for failure prediction in vision systems and for autonomous
driving, respectively. Other ad hoc approaches to PSA have
also been proposed (e.g., [23]–[25]).

Prior work formalizes robot fault/anomaly detection as
a traditional binary or multi-class classification problem
(e.g., [26]–[29]). In contrast to these approaches, which
require sufficient training data for both normal and abnormal
conditions, we formalize robot fault/anomaly detection as a
one-class classification problem where data from only the
normal condition is available and needed [30]. One-class
classification is important for robots since behavior under
abnormal conditions can be difficult to obtain.

III. METHODOLOGY AND FORMALISM

A. Assumption-Alignment Tracking (AAT)

In AAT [5], system designers identify the assumptions
made in the design of the robot’s decision-making algorithms
(i.e., generators). Generator-specific functions, or assump-
tion checkers, are created to track the veracity of these
assumptions over time. Feature vectors are constructed from
veracity assessments using exponential blending. Veracity
assessments and feature vectors are recorded at each time
step.

Formally, suppose there are M assumptions on which
the robot’s behavior-generating and sensor algorithms rely.
Suppose further that each assumption has a checker
algorithm, implemented by the robot designer, which
evaluates the veracity of the assumption. Let v(t) =
[v1(t), v2(t), . . . , vM (t)] denote the veracity assessment vec-
tor of the M checkers at time t, and let f(t) denote a feature
vector created from v(t) using exponential smoothing,

f(t) = λf(t− 1) + (1− λ)v(t),

where λ (subjectively set to 0.3) determines how much v(t)
and f(t − 1) contribute to f(t), and f(−1) = 0. The time
series of assessments v(t) and features f(t) generated in a
single trial estimate how well the robot’s decision-making
algorithms align with its environment and hardware systems
in the trial. These data are used to assess robot proficiency.

B. Data Collection in Various Robot Running Conditions

AAT data consists of time series of veracity assessments
and feature vectors collected under different conditions. Con-
ditions are denoted by {C0,C1, ...,CN} where C0 represents
the normal condition and all others are various abnormal con-
ditions. For each condition Ci ∈ {C0,C1, ...,CN}, let Vi =
{v : v is labeled as Ci} and Fi = {f : f is labeled as Ci}

denote the veracity assessment vector set and feature vector
set for that condition, respectively.

C. Two Metrics for Characterizing AAT Data

Ideally, different running conditions produce (1) different
patterns in the veracity assessment vectors and (2) distinct
clusters in the feature vector space. We propose two metrics
to characterize AAT data: difference and separation.

For each running condition Ci ∈ {C0,C1, ...,CN}, let
αij denote the violation rate for the jth assumption. The
violation rate and violation rate vector are defined as

αij =
#violations for the jth assumption in Vi

|Vi|
(1)

αi = [αi1, ..., αiM ] (2)

where |Vi| is the total number of veracity assessment vectors
contained in Vi. The difference between condition Ci and
Cj , denoted by δD(Vi,Vj), is an aggregate measure of
dissimilarity and is defined using the L1 distance as

δD(Vi,Vj) = ∥αi,αj∥1 =

M∑
n=1

|αin − αjn|. (3)

The separation metric is inspired by the Silhouette
score [31] and evaluates how far apart sets of feature vectors
are from each other. Formally, let Fi and Fj denote two
feature vector sets created from Ci and Cj . Define D(Fi,Fj)
as the mean of distances between any feature vector fi ∈ Fi

and fj ∈ Fj , yielding

D(Fi,Fj) =

∑
fi∈Fi

∑
fj∈Fj

D(fi, fj)

|Fi| ∗ |Fj |
, (4)

where |Fi|, |Fj | are the total number of feature vectors
contained in Fi and Fj , and where D(fi, fj) is a vector-
based distance operator. The separation metric between Fi,
Fj , denoted by δS(Fi,Fj), is given by

δS(Fi,Fj) =
D(Fi,Fj)

2D(Fi,Fi)
+

D(Fi,Fj)

2D(Fj ,Fj)
, (5)

Euclidean distance and cosine distance are used for the
operator D in Eq. (4), and the corresponding separation
metrics are denoted by δES and δcS , respectively.

D. One-class Classification Algorithms

One-class classifier models are trained on a specific class
of data. When feature vectors created in different running
conditions form distinct clusters, as discussed in Section III-
C, a one-class classifier that is trained on one specific feature
vector set can distinguish that feature vector set from others.

Various one-class classification algorithms can be trained
on some Fi ∈ {F1, ...,FN} and then used to classify a
test vector as Ci or ¬Ci. Four algorithms are considered:
CH (convex hull) [32], one-class SVM (Support Vector
Machine) [33], DBSCAN (density-based spatial clustering
of applications with noise) [34], and deep SVDD (Support
Vector Data Description) [35]. Each algorithm builds a sub-
space (e.g. n-sphere or n-polytope) in the feature vector space
that contains most of the training data.
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Fig. 1: (a) A simulated blue robot navigating to a red charger.
(b) A Sawyer robot setting up a table with various blocks.

The classification decision rule used in this paper first
computes the Euclidean distance from the test vector to the
surface of the sub-space, which we call the anomaly score. If
the anomaly score is less than a threshold, then the test vector
is classified as Ci and otherwise as ¬Ci. By varying the
threshold, a classifier’s performance can be measured using
the AUC-ROC (Area Under the ROC), which is computed
using true and false positive rates for all thresholds.

E. Anomaly Detection and Classification
Let F0 denote the feature vector set for the normal oper-

ating condition C0. Section V-C shows that each classifier
trained on F0 can discriminate between C0 and ¬C0 well.
Suppose that there exist feature vectors Fi ̸= F0 obtained
from experiments in which a known set of assumptions are
violated. Each Fi reflects a type of abnormal condition.
Section V-F provides evidence it might be possible to classify
the abnormality type of detected anomalies based on the
proximity of test vectors to each Fi.

IV. EXPERIMENTS

AAT data are collected from a simulated robot navigating
a maze and a Sawyer robot performing a manipulation task.
This section describes each task domain, the assumption
checkers, the data collection and processing.

A. Robot Systems
Fig 1a shows a simulated robot (blue circle) that must

navigate to its charger (red square) within a certain amount of
time. The black line segments and the green circle in Fig 1a
are obstacles. The robot can spin in place in either direction
or move forward (straight). The robot is equipped with a
camera that looks down on the world from above and a sensor
that detects whether or not the robot is on its charger. AAT
data for the navigation task is collected in the environment
shown in Fig 1a, as well as three other configurations of
robot position, charger position, and obstacle positions.

Fig 1b shows a Sawyer robot that must arrange nine unique
(color, shape) blocks in the center of the table in a desired
order and desired positions within a certain amount of time.

B. Assumptions and Checkers
The assumption checkers for the navigation task and

Sawyer robot can be roughly divided into four categories:
sensor, environment, actuator and generator output. The
specific checkers are listed in Table I.

C. Datasets

Veracity assessment vectors and feature vectors are col-
lected for the navigation task under normal conditions.
Normal conditions assume that the camera has low noise, the
camera has low distortion, the robot moves straight (without
bias), and the robot moves at the desired speed. Besides, data
are collected under eight abnormal conditions by violating
one or two of these assumptions: camera noise (N), camera
distortion (D), robot bias (B), robot speed (S), camera noise-
robot bias (NB), camera noise-robot speed (NS), camera
distortion-robot bias (DB), and camera distortion-robot speed
(DS). There are 3864 samples (veracity assessment vectors
and feature vectors) under the normal condition, as well
as 9232, 7509, 7285, 4157, 10575, 9321, 8412, and 6471
samples in the eight abnormal conditions, respectively.

The Sawyer task has the normal condition and one abnor-
mal condition where the vision system can fail to detect and
localize blocks. There are 3041 samples and 10131 samples
in the normal and abnormal conditions, respectively.

An additional dataset is generated by starting the naviga-
tion robot and Sawyer robot under normal conditions and
then introducing assumption violations part way through the
execution. Camera noise is added to the navigation task, and
the vision system is damaged in the Sawyer task. This data
set is called the change task.

D. Data Processing

The data are processed as follows. (a) Violation rate
vectors are computed using Eqs. (1)-(2) for each condition.
(b) The difference metric δD(Vi,Vj) for each pair of
conditions is computed using Eq. (3). (c) The separation
metrics δES and δCS for each pair of feature vector sets are
computed using Eq. (5). (d) For each condition, each of the
four one-class classifiers described in Section III-D is trained
on 75% of the feature vector set for that condition, then tested
by the 25% hold-out set as well as by each feature vector
set for every other condition. Hyper-parameter tuning was
performed and only the best AUC-ROC score is reported.
Appendix I describes the hyper-parameters and other imple-
mentation details. (e) The anomaly score is computed for
the data from the change task by computing the Euclidean
distance between the feature vector at each time and the
decision boundary of the CH classifier trained on normal
data. (f) A single feature vector is sampled from the N, S,
and NB navigation feature vector sets, as well as one from
the damaged vision Sawyer feature vector set. The Euclidean
distance is computed between these sampled vectors and the
feature vectors from the change task condition.

V. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

A. Violation Rates

Fig. 2 shows violation rate vectors for three conditions
(normal, N, and NB) in the navigation task. These vectors
are typical of other results. All but one assumption is rarely
violated for the normal condition. The ApproachingGoal



TABLE I: Alignment checkers for the navigation task and Sawyer robot.

Navigation Task Sawyer Robot
Checker type Checkers Checker type Checkers

Sensor

camera is updated
Sensor

camera is updated
camera sees expected colors camera sees expected brightness
camera is with expected resolution camera sees expected colors
camera is with low distortion

Environment

table is flat
camera is with low noise1 blocks have sufficient spacing

Environment

there is one charger table is rectangle
there is one robot world is stationary
obstacles are visible blocks are visible
charger is visible table is initially visible
robot is visible table is currently visible
charger has expected size there are no duplicate blocks
open space has uniform cost there are no missing blocks
robot is with expected size there are no foreign objects
there is a path to charger table is in expected state
world is stationary

Acuator

robot’s arm moves at expected speed

Acuator

robot spins at expected speed robot gripper works properly
robot moves straight when going foward robot is not in error state
robot moves at expected speed no collision is detected
actuators are engaged robot state is available

Output

map of world is consistent and accurate joint moves as expected
selected path is desirable

Output
map of table is consistent and accurate

wheel movements are in expected manner planner output is as expected
robot approaches charger controller output is as expected

1This checker compares how much the obstacle map has changed over the last n images taken of environment.

Fig. 2: Assumption violation rates for three running conditions of the simulated navigation task.

assumption, which encodes an assumption that the robot
consistently progresses toward the goal, is violated in the
normal condition because not all paths are ideal even for suc-
cessful tasks. By contrast, eleven assumptions are frequently
violated for the N and NB conditions, which significantly
differs from the normal condition. Since both N and NB
have camera noise, their violation rates are similar. However,
the NB condition more often violates bias-sensitive assump-
tions: ExpectedSpinSpeed, RobotMovesStraight,
and ExpectedRobotMovements. The veracity assess-
ment vectors from different conditions exhibit unique pat-
terns, supporting the hypothesis that AAT yields distinct
clusters.

B. Difference and Separation Metrics

Fig. 3a shows the difference metric between all running
conditions for the navigation task. Each abnormal condition

differs from the normal condition. Additionally, each ab-
normal condition differs from every other. Importantly, any
pair of different conditions that share an abnormal factor
(e.g. N-NB) show smaller δD than pairs that do not share
common factors. For the Sawyer robot, δD between the
normal and vision condition is 3.14, roughly in the middle of
the values for the navigation task. These results suggest that
AAT generates veracity assessment vectors that tend to be far
apart from each other if they come from different conditions.

Figs. 3b–3c show that patterns for δES and δcS are very
similar to those of δD for the navigation task. For the Sawyer
robot, δES and δcS between the normal and vision condition are
1.20 and 1.23, respectively. These results suggest that AAT
feature vectors form distinct clusters under different running
conditions. Furthermore, the separation between two clusters
is sensitive to the overlap between the abnormal conditions.
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Fig. 3: δD, δES and δcS between any pair of running conditions for the navigation task.

TABLE II: AUC-ROC scores for the one-class classifiers for different training conditions. Each classifier is trained on 75%
of the data from the training condition and tested on both the remaining 25% as well as the vectors from every other
condition. Bold numbers indicate the best algorithm for that condition.

Classification
Algorithm

Navigation Task Sawyer Robot
Normal N D S B NS NB DS DB Normal Vision

CH 0.959 0.839 0.908 0.934 0.953 0.881 0.810 0.875 0.822 0.928 0.809
One-class SVM 0.960 0.844 0.895 0.932 0.941 0.865 0.834 0.878 0.802 0.893 0.892
DBSCAN 0.968 0.791 0.913 0.930 0.919 0.873 0.812 0.889 0.837 0.919 0.706
Deep SVDD 0.963 0.781 0.903 0.929 0.943 0.837 0.758 0.875 0.804 0.932 0.705

C. AUC-ROC Score

The AUC-ROC scores for all one-class classifiers are
summarized in Table II. Each classifier has high accuracy,
and each condition has a classifier that performs very well.
Since one-class classifiers are capable of identifying a cluster
for each condition that differentiates between vectors in
the class and those outside the class, the AAT assumption
checkers appear to yield distinct clusters.

D. Detecting the Onset of an Anomaly

Fig. 4a demonstrates how the CH-based classifier trained
on the normal feature vector set works in real-time for
anomaly detection for the navigation task. During the first
60 seconds, the robot is running in the normal condition and
the classifier keeps producing low anomaly scores indicating
that the feature vector is within or very near the decision
boundary. When noise is added to the robot’s camera, the fea-
ture vector jumps farther away from the decision boundary.
Fig. 4b shows a similar pattern for the Sawyer robot. These
results, which are consistent across the datasets, suggest that
a one-class classifier trained on only normal data can detect
when an abnormal condition occurs.

E. Discussion

Each of the results above supports the assertion that
properly designed assumption checkers yield data that form
distinct clusters between various conditions. This is impor-
tant because feature vectors for normal conditions are in
a different cluster than vectors from abnormal conditions,

making it possible to train a one-class classifier using only
normal data. The one-class classifier is able to detect ab-
normal conditions, suggesting that it is possible to use data
obtained on safe conditions to create a classifier that detects
anomalies.

F. Toward Anomaly Classification and Evaluation

Ideally, small amounts of data from abnormal conditions
could be obtained and used (1) to determine the type of
anomaly occurring and (2) to assess the proficiency loss in
terms of the negative impact on performance. There is reason
for confidence that this might be possible.

Figure 5 shows the Euclidean distance between the fea-
ture vector time series in the change task data set and a
randomly chosen vector from the N, S, and NB abnormal
condition feature vector set. The onset of abnormal condition
is indicated. The data is noisy but shows that the distance
between the vector selected from the N and NB data sets
and the run-time data tends to get small when the camera
noise is introduced, but no such decrease is observed for
a vector from the S data set. Combined with Fig. 2, there
is reason to believe that the assumption violation patterns
between different conditions are unique enough that a small
amount of abnormal data could be sufficient to allow the
type of anomaly to be identified. Thus, a lot of safe training
data and a little bit of costly training data might be sufficient
to both detect and classify anomalies.

The ability to determine the anomaly type is important
because the type of anomaly has a strong effect on a
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Fig. 4: Euclidean distance between the decision boundary for the CH classifier trained on normal data and the feature vector
in a specific trial. The condition changes from normal to abnormal in the middle of the task. The specific changes are noted.
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Fig. 5: Euclidean distance between feature vectors of a
random sample of abnormal data and run-time robot data.

TABLE III: The average task completion time in each
condition for both robot systems.

Running Average Task Running Average Task
Condition Completion Time (s) Condition Completion Time (s)

Normal-Navigation 96 NB 300
N 254 DS 168
D 191 DB 215
S 105 Normal-Sawyer 121
B 184 Vision 215

NS 253

robot’s ability to perform a task. Sometimes, a task can be
completed even when assumptions are violated. Table III
shows how different anomaly types correlate with changes
in task completion time. The table indicates that noisy or
broken sensors can have a substantially worse impact on
performance than some other types of anomalies.

VI. SUMMARY AND FUTURE WORK

This paper demonstrates a simple yet crucial property of
AAT: it produces data that effectively captures the alignment
between the robot’s generators and the environment, its hard-
ware and tasks, using two proposed metrics, difference and
separation. Feature vectors from different running conditions
tend to form distinct clusters that are identifiable by one-class
classification algorithms. Therefore, in the case where only
sufficient normal data is available, a one-class classifier can
be trained solely on feature vectors for the normal condition
to accurately detect robot anomalies. Preliminary results also
suggest that, if a small amount of abnormal training data is
available for various forms of anomalies, AAT could also

TABLE IV: Hyper-parameter(s) tuned for each one-class
classification algorithm for each robot system.

Algorithm Hyper-parameter and Tuning Range
CH inflation factor that controls the size of CH: {-0.05, 0, 0.05}

One-class SVM
gamma: {2e-10, 2e-9, 2e-8, 2e-7, 2e-6, 2e-5, 2e-4, 2e-3, 2e-2, 2e-1, ’scale’}
nu for navigation task: {0.001, 0.005, 0.01, 0.025, 0.05, 0.1}
nu for Sawyer robot: {0.001, 0.005, 0.01, 0.025, 0.05, 0.1, 0.125, 0.15, 0.175, 0.2}

DBSCAN
eps for navigation task: {0.01, 0.025, 0.05, 0.1, 0.15, 0.2, 0.25, 0.3, 0.35, 0.4, 0.45, 0.5}
eps for Sawyer robot: {0.05, 0.1, 0.2, 0.25, 0.3, 0.4, 0.5, 0.6, 0.7, 0.8, 0.9, 1.0}
min samples: {3, 5, 7, 10, 13, 16, 19, 22, 24, 27, 30, 33, 36, 40, 43, 46}

Deep SVDD
nu: {0.01, 0.05, 0.1}
representation dimension: {16, 32, 64, 128}
k: {5, 10, 15, 20}

be used to determine the types of anomalies as well as how
these anomalies might impact robot performance.

Future work should look deeper into the relation between
robot anomaly and proficiency in the context of AAT. Future
work should also explore more systematical ways of classify-
ing anomaly types using a small amount of abnormal data.
Another interesting direction of future work is combining
robot anomaly detection and robot performance estima-
tion [5] together to provide more comprehensive information
for PSA.

APPENDIX I
CLASSIFIER IMPLEMENTATION DETAILS

All classifiers tested in this paper are implemented
using Python. CH classifiers are implemented based on
the algorithm described in [32]. Classifiers based on
one-class SVM and DBSCAN are implemented using
scikit-learn [36].

Deep SVDD classifiers are implemented using
TensorFlow [37]. For the sake of simplicity, we
used the same network architecture the original authors
used in [35] when evaluating their network on the MNIST
dataset. Note that, in order to use convolutional layers,
we converted the feature vectors into image data via a
Grammian angular summation field; see [38] for more
details. For training, we used the Adam optimizer [39] with
a learning rate of 0.001 and trained for 50 epochs.

The tuned hyper-parameters for each algorithm are sum-
marized in Table IV.
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